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Abstract

A successful cognitive radio network (CRN) needs a fast and reliable spectrum sensing scheme to enable

secondary users to utilize available channels. In this work, we first revisit conventional urn models for channel

availability (the random (i.i.d) models) and introduce a correlated Markov model which is apropos for scenarios

with memory. After proposing an n-step serial search strategy, we investigate the performance of random and serial

search schemes for the above occupancy models in terms of the mean number of steps for detection of an ’open’

channel. The analytical results of the average detection are then presented for different sensing schemes under

both random and correlated channel model. We then highlight a key trade-off underlying the overall mean time to

detect a free channel: it is a function of both the mean number of steps and the sensing time per step. Reduced

sensing duration in each step leads to lower detection probability (Pd) thereby increasing the average number of

search steps required. This suggests that there exists an optimal sensing duration which minimizes the overall mean

detection time; this is analytically investigated (for low SNR) and verified by simulation results under various SNR

environments.

Index Terms
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I. INTRODUCTION

Large segments of the radio spectrum (especially 1-10 GHz band) have already been allocated for a variety of

services, much of which is licensed. However, several recent measurements of spectrum utilization from Federal

Communications Commission (FCC) and National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA)
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demonstrate an average utilization of 15 − 85% on (time) average basis [1] for such licensed use. The increasing

pressure for new spectrum allocation for newer technologies/services has thus re-focussed attention on more efficient

re-use of licensed spectrum, via Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) [2][3][4] whereby secondary users are allowed

to search and acquire available channels (temporarily unused by primary users) without affecting ’rights’ of primary

users. This kind of network is called cognitive radio network (CRN). Because secondary users must use spectrum

on a non-interfering basis, fast and reliable channel searching is a key component for any such a CRN.

Accordingly there is renewed interest and emphasis on spectrum sensing approaches geared towards DSA

[5][6][7][8]. Different sensing strategies are apropos to emerging new CRN architectures, resulting in the desire for

a uniform metric for comparing different search schemes. In this work, we use the average number of detection

steps as a key metric and highlight the impact of typical a) channel availability (occupancy) models and b) search

strategies. In particular, we investigate the differences between independent (i.i.d) and correlated (Markov) channel

occupancy models. In conjunction with the two occupancy models, we consider two classes of search strategies:

serial and random search. Based on the conventional serial search, we propose an n-step serial search scheme. The

combination of a search scheme and a channel occupancy model are the basic inputs to an effective solution for

DSA as described next.

We will employ the overall mean time to detect a free channel at each step of spectrum scanning as the figure

of merit for a DSA solution. Channel scanning can be divided into two components: a) the duration for channel

switching that is essentially determined by the front-end RF architecture and b) the actual sensing duration. The

former is typically a constant value; hence we will look to minimize the latter. The sensing of any channel by a

secondary user to determine the channel status (busy/idle) will result in one of two outcomes: detection or false

alarm. In case of detection, the search stops; in the event of a false alarm (which is subsequently detected at the

cost of an additional penalty in search duration), the search continues. Therefore, detection probability (Pd) is the

probability that the secondary user successfully locates the spectrum hole when this channel is not occupied by any

primary user. On the other hand, false alarm probability (Pfa) is the probability that the secondary user wrongly

claims the current busy channel as idle.

At each stage, using more samples (for pre-detection integration) results in a more reliable outcome, i.e., higher

Pd and lower Pfa. Thus on one hand while the sensing duration is increased, the greater reliability results in fewer

number of steps required for detecting an available channel on the average. This suggests an interesting trade-off

between the number of detection steps and the sensing duration, which has hitherto not been explored.

A. Related Work

There is some research work focusing on specific aspects of optimal spectrum sensing. Liang [9] investigated the

optimal sensing duration that maximizes the achievable throughput of the secondary network. Quan [10] explored
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the scenario whereby the (wideband) primary user occupies multiple bands, that are sensed simultaneously, and

sought to maximize the aggregate throughput as a function of sensing thresholds for each sub-band. Peng [11]

optimized the sensing disruption by maximizing the average number of false detections. Jiang [12] optimized the

channel sensing order by considering adaptive modulation. Lee [13] investigated the on-off time to optimize the

sensing efficiency. Huang [14] used a threshold-based sensing transmission structure to maximize the secondary

user utility in MAC layer. However, these papers mainly focus on the throughput of the CRN while we take into

account the average detection time in this paper.

In this paper, we firstly present two channel models and propose the corresponding sensing schemes, based on

our previous work [15]. We then extend the modeling and analysis to the optimization of detection and false alarm

probabilities, providing analytical results in Section V and numerical results in Section VI. Unlike Liang and Quan’s

work, we focus on minimizing the average detection time over multiple channels, not maximizing the throughput

of secondary networks. Peng’s work looked at the security issue and Jiang’s work took adaptive modulation into

account, which are beyond consideration in this paper. Lee and Huang’s work mainly explored optimization in

MAC layer, while we investigate the optimization issue in PHY layer.

There are some other papers focusing on sensing techniques, i.e, Zhao has provided a myopic sensing scheme

based on the discrete-time Markov channel model [16]; Kim has investigated the trade-offs between sensing period

and listening interval [17], but it pays attention to MAC-Layer, not PHY-Layer. Luo [18] has proposed a two-stage

sensing technique and explored the optimal sensing time versus power consumption, but the coarse sensing might

lead to the excessive overhead. Ganesan has presented a cooperative sensing scheme [19], but it is not easy to

implement in the real system, compared with other non-cooperative schemes. Ghasemi has taken sensing time into

consideration on PHY-Layer [20], while it does not exploit the search steps. These give rise to the discussion of

our paper about the mean detection time, focusing on the trade-offs between sensing duration and search steps.

Further, all of these papers above have investigated the system performance of CRN in i.i.d channel occupancy

models. However, we also present the analysis of several sensing schemes under a correlated channel occupancy

model, which features the clustering primary signals. Based on the specific properties of correlated model, we

propose an n-step serial search, which benefits in average detection time compared to traditional sensing schemes.

The performance evaluation and trade-offs exploration are then provided under this correlated model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Detailed descriptions of channel models, search schemes and mean

detection time are provided in Sections II and III. The analysis of mean number of detection steps is developed in

Section IV and is extended for low SNR environment in Section V. Simulation results in Section VI support the

analysis and explore trade-offs between the overall (mean) sensing duration and Pd-Pfa. Finally, we conclude the

paper in the last Section.
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II. CHANNEL MODEL DESCRIPTION

We assume that a secondary user attempts to sense the spectral band composed of an N-set of contiguous discrete

frequency domain channels to detect any unused channels. At a given instant, the number of idle channels is L -

typically both N, L are large, and L/N ¿ 1. The detection/sensing mechanism is imperfect - represented by the

probability of detection (Pd) and false alarm probability (Pfa) which is assumed identical for any channel. In the

event of a false alarm, the sensing process incurs a penalty equal to J sensing durations to recover from the error

and resume scanning. While several approaches to sensing are possible, we assume that the simplest and most

widespread, i.e., noncoherent square-law or energy detection is used.

We next revisit urn models for channel occupancy, namely the random and correlated (Markov) occupancy

models. After that, we present two search schemes, which will be investigated under these two occupancy models.

A. Random Occupancy (i.i.d) Model

In an i.i.d model, each discrete channel has the same probability L/N of being available (idle). The binary

variable Ok will be used to denote the status of the k-th channel where 0(1) means that channel is busy (free). In

this model, L available channels are randomly scattered over the N-set.

Pr (Ok = 1) =
L

N
, k = 1, 2, 3...N. (1)

B. Correlated Markov Model

To model channel clustering, i.e. significant runs of consecutive idle channels, we introduce correlated occupancy

whereby the state Ok for the k-th channel depends on those of its neighbors. Using a first-order Markov dependence

between two contiguous channels, we introduce the conditional probabilities: (ρ is the transition probability)

Pr (Ok = 1|Ok+1 = 1) = ρ, Pr (Ok = 0|Ok+1 = 1) = 1− ρ,

Pr (Ok = 0|Ok+1 = 0) = ρ, Pr (Ok = 1|Ok+1 = 0) = 1− ρ.

where the mean persistence time in each state is assumed identical. The model is described via a two-state Markov

chain, and the the associated 1-step (k-step) transition matrices P(P(k)) are given by 1

P =


 ρ 1− ρ

1− ρ ρ


 , (2)

1The computation of P(k) is facilitated by noting that the eigenvalues of P are 1 and 2ρ− 1, respectively.
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P(k) =


 1 −1

1 1





 1 0

0 (2ρ− 1)k





 0.5 0.5

−0.5 0.5




=
1
2


 1 + (2ρ− 1)k 1− (2ρ− 1)k

1− (2ρ− 1)k 1 + (2ρ− 1)k


 ,

P’ =
N−1∑

k=0

P(k) =




N
2 + 1−(2ρ−1)N

4(1−ρ)
N
2 − 1−(2ρ−1)N

4(1−ρ)

N
2 − 1−(2ρ−1)N

4(1−ρ)
N
2 + 1−(2ρ−1)N

4(1−ρ)


 . (3)

We let the expected number of idle channels in this case equal L, which is the sum of the probabilities that each

channel is idle. Assuming that the Markov chain (2) starts from the State 0, it follows using (3) (N > 2L) to solve

the feasible ρ:

L =
N∑

k=1

Pr (Ok = 1)

=
N

2
− 1− (2ρ− 1)N

4 (1− ρ)
≈ N

2
− 1

4 (1− ρ)
,

ρ = 1− 1
2 (N − 2L)

. (4)

As an aside, we note the well-known result that
∑N

k=1 Pr (Ok = 1) is equal to the (1,1)-th term in the matrix P’.

C. Search Schemes

In this sub-section, we present two major types of search schemes: random search and serial search.

1. Random Search: The secondary user randomly picks up a channel to detect whether it is idle or not. If it is

detected to be busy, the user then picks another channel randomly. The search stops when an idle channel is found.

2. Serial Search: In conventional serial search (step-size=1), the secondary user searches channels in sequence

beginning from an initial starting point till an idle channel is discovered as shown in the state diagram in the left

side of Fig. 1. If an idle channel is not detected in one pass, the search is again re-initialized. Here we propose a

more general sequential search strategy, which is called n-step serial search. It is shown in the right side of Fig. 1

wherein the step-size n (n < L) may be suitably selected as a parameter. In this n-step serial search, if the current

channel is detected as busy, and then the probability of the unavailability of the adjacent channel is high in the

correlated Markov channel model. Therefore, this search scheme can save detection time in searching free channels

by slow move. On the other hand, in the random occupancy model, the performance of n-step serial search will

be proved to be the same as traditional serial search in terms of mean detection time.
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Fig. 1. Diagrams of serial search and n-step serial search

III. ANALYSIS OF AVERAGE DETECTION TIME

A. Components of Detection Time

Each channel scanning step has two components:

i. A fixed duration for the receiver to switch its sensing circuitry to the new channel; this is assumed to be a

constant value Tst, regardless of magnitude of the jump in frequency domain at each scanning step, and largely

depends on the circuit implementation.

ii. The duration Tsense for reaching a decision on channel status (busy/idle); this is a function solely of the detector

configuration and the desired Pd-Pfa which are assumed constant for each channel.

Thus the average detection (acquisition) duration can be written as

Tdet = Sdet · (Tst + Tsense) (5)

where Sdet is the average number of search steps prior to a success (i.e. detecting an idle channel).

B. Sensing Duration and Pd − Pfa

For a typical energy detector, the observed signal samples are filtered to a detector bandwidth (Bsense), passed

through a squared law detector, and integrated over a sensing duration (Tsense) before comparing with a decision
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threshold (Dt). If Bsense is the channel bandwidth, the AWGN noise power in the band is given by

Pn = KT Bsense

Psig = γPn,

where K is the Boltzmann constant (1.38× 10−23 J/K), T is the temperature (300 K) and γ is the average signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR). The signal power is thus Psig = γPn. The decision process then chooses between one of two

hypotheses: H0 only noise is present and H1 signal is present. The input signal samples of the square law detector

for the two hypotheses is given by

f (x|H0) =
1√

2πσn

exp
(
− x2

2σ2
n

)
(6)

f (x|H1) =
1√

2πσn

exp

(
−

(
x−√

Psig
)2

2σ2
n

)
, (7)

where σn =
√

Pn =
√

kTBsense and x represents the value of an observed sample.

Let z denote the final decision variable upon time integration: z =
∑M

i=1 x2
i , where M = bBsenseTsensec(bxc is

the largest integer contained in x. For simplicity, we assume that BsenseTsense is an integer. It can be concluded from

(6) and (7) that z follows chi-square distribution under H0 and non-central chi-square distribution under H1, both

with M degrees of freedom [21], i.e.,

f (x|H0) =
(1/2)M

Γ (M)
zM−1e−z/2 (8)

f (x|H1) =
1
2
e−

z+λ

2 (z/λ)
M−1

2 IM−1(
√

zλ), (9)

where λ =
∑M

i=1(
µxi|Hi

σxi|Hi

) = M(
√

Psig√
Pn

)2 = Mγ, Γ is the well-known gamma function defined by Γ (M) =
∫∞
0 tM−1e−tdt and IM (x) is the first-order Bessel function IM (x) =

∑∞
i=0

(−1)i

i!Γ(i+M+x)

(
x
2

)2i+M . Thereby Pd and

Pfa of the noncoherent detector in CRN can be re-written as

Pd = Fz|H1
(Dt/σ2

n) =
γ(M, Dt/2σ2

n)
Γ(M)

(10)

Pfa = Fz|H0
(Dt/σ2

n) = 1−QM

(√
2γM,

√
Dt/σ2

n

)
, (11)

where F (z) is the CDF of z, γ is the lower incomplete gamma function, γ(a, x) =
∫ x
0 ta−1e−tdt, and Qm is the

generalized Marcum Q-function QM (α, β) = 1
αM−1

∫∞
β xMe−(x2+α2)/2IM−1(αx)dx.

IV. ANALYSIS OF AVERAGE NUMBER OF DETECTION STEPS

In this section, the analysis of both n-step serial search and random search under random occupancy and correlated

occupancy is presented. We focus on the derivation of the average number of sensing steps needed prior to detect
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of an idle channel.

A. n-step Serial Search under Random Occupancy

We analyze 1-step serial search for the mean number of detection steps, since the result is invariant to the

step-size value n as will be (intuitively) evident. The random variables Xk denotes the location of the k-th free

channel in the available N -set of channels. Hence if the first idle channel is the 4th one, then X1 = 4. In random

occupancy, Xk ∼ U(0, N) and are mutually i.i.d.

i. Pd = 1,Pfa = 0 (Ideal): In this ideal scenario, the average number of detection steps is the mean distance

from any starting point (nominally k = 0) to the nearest one of these L random variables of Xk. Let Y denote the

steps required by serial search to reach an idle channel, then

Y = min(X1, X2, ..., XL).

Thus the distribution of Y and the average number of steps are

1− FY (y) = (1− FX(y))L

Sdet =
∫ N−L

0
yfY (y)dy

= NL[
1− (L/N)L

L
− 1− (L/N)L+1

L + 1
]

ii. Pd < 1,Pfa > 0 (Non-ideal): We split the number of steps for serial search in this scenario into two parts:

Sdet = Snormal + Spenalty, where Snormal and Spenalty respectively denote the average number of steps to detect an idle

channel based on Pd < 1 and the penalty caused by non-zero false alarms in each search cycle. The probability

that serial search successfully detects an idle channel is PdL/N for each attempt. Therefore, it can be treated as

the case of i.i.d variables Xk that are uniformly distributed in (0, N/Pd).

Snormal =
NL

Pd
[
1− (PdL/N)L

L
− 1− (PdL/N)L+1

L + 1
]. (12)

Let y′ denote the number of normal search steps and u denote the times of occurrence of false alarm during each

search cycle. It can be concluded that u follows binomial distribution when the number of normal search steps is
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y′ : u ∼ B(y′, (N − L)Pfa/N). The average number of false alarm and penalty steps is

E[u|y′] = (N − L)Pfay
′/N

E[y′] = Snormal

Spenalty = JSfa = JE[E[u|y′]]

=
N − L

L
JPfaSnormal. (13)

Therefore, from (12) and (13), the average number of steps for success of serial search under random occupancy is

Sdet = Snormal + Spenalty

=
(N − L)JPfa + N

Pd
L[

1− (PdL/N)L

L
− 1− (PdL/N)L+1

L + 1
]. (14)

Under random occupancy of the channels, there is no impact of the step-size as all the steps in the derivation

above remains unchanged. Thus, the average number of detection steps for generalized n-step serial search should

be the same with 1-step serial search, which is

Sdet ≈ J(N − L)Pfa + N

Pd(L + 1)
. (15)

B. Random Search under Random Occupancy

In random occupancy, the probability that a secondary user randomly picks an idle channel is the same at any

step. Similar to the analysis in the above subsection, we can conclude that the number of steps for random search

follows a geometric distribution and hence the average value is given by

Sdet = (
N − L

N
JPfa + 1)

N

PdL

=
J(N − L)Pfa + N

PdL
. (16)

C. n-step Serial Search under Correlated Occupancy

Similar to Part A of this section, we consider 1-step serial search first as useful analytical results can be obtained

for this case. Four search states are then defined as follows:

State 0 denotes the successful detection of an idle channel;

State 1 the unsuccessful detection of an idle channel;

State 2 the successful detection of a busy channel;

State 3 the false alarm of a busy channel.

State 0 is an absorbing state, and any search ends only when an idle channel is successfully detected. The transition
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diagram for this chain is shown in Fig. 2, where the transition matrix P is

P =




1 0 0 0

ρPd ρ(1− Pd) (1− ρ)(1− Pfa) (1− ρ)Pfa

(1− ρ)Pd (1− ρ)(1− Pd) ρ(1− Pfa) ρPfa

(1− ρ)Pd (1− ρ)(1− Pd) ρ(1− Pfa) ρPfa




. (17)

Fig. 2. Transition diagram of search states: 1-step serial search

For L idle channels out of a total of N, it follows that (S denotes the state value)

Pr(S = 0) =
L

N
Pd, P r(S = 1) =

L

N
(1− Pd)

Pr(S = 2) =
N − L

N
(1− Pfa), P r(S = 3) =

N − L

N
Pfa.

If there is no penalty due to a false alarm (J = 0) the average number of steps to reach the idle channel is

Sdet =
∞∑

i=1

kPr(Sdet = k) =
∞∑

i=1

Pr(Sdet ≥ k).

The event Sdet ≥ k implies that the Markov chain (17) has not entered the absorbing State 0 in the first k steps

[22], conditioning on the initial state State i: (i=1,2,3)

Pr(Sdet ≥ k) =
3∑

i=1

Pr(Sdet ≥ k|S = i)Pr(S = i)

=
3∑

i=1

Pr(S = i)(P(k−1)
i,1 + P(k−1)

i,2 + P(k−1)
i,3 ). (18)
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As a result of the property of the absorbing state, we identify the following sub-matrix of P, denoted as A:

A =




ρ(1− Pd) (1− ρ)(1− Pfa) (1− ρ)Pfa

(1− ρ)(1− Pd) ρ(1− Pfa) ρPfa

(1− ρ)(1− Pd) ρ(1− Pfa) ρPfa




. (19)

Thereby, (18) can be transformed into

Pr(Sdet ≥ k) =
3∑

i=1

Pr(S = i)(A(k−1)
i,1 + A(k−1)

i,2 + A(k−1)
i,3 ).

We assume that the matrix power series converges, the average number of detection steps without any false alarm

penalty can be written as

H =
∞∑

k=0

A(k) = (I − A)−1

=




1
Pd

1−Pfa

Pd

Pfa

Pd

1−Pd

Pd

Pd(1−ρPfa)+(1−ρ)(1−Pd)(1+Pfa−2ρPfa)
(1−ρ)Pd

(1−ρ+(2ρ−1)Pd)Pfa

(1−ρ)Pd

1−Pd

Pd

(1−ρ−Pd+2ρPd)(1−Pfa)
(1−ρ)Pd

(1−ρ)(Pd+Pfa)+(2ρ−1)PdPfa

(1−ρ)Pd




(20)

Sdet =
∞∑

k=1

Pr(Sdet ≥ k)

=
3∑

i=1

Pr(S = i)
∞∑

k=1

(A(k−1)
i,1 + A(k−1)

i,2 + A(k−1)
i,3 )

=
3∑

i=1

Pr(S = i)(Hi,1 + Hi,2 + Hi,3), (21)

where I is the 3-order identity matrix.

We next incorporate the penalty due to false alarm by letting the secondary user wait for another J steps to start

the search algorithm in the event of a false alarm of an idle channel. In that event, the number of steps in State 3

will be multiplied by J and the mean number of detection steps in the general case is given by

Sdet =
3∑

i=1

Pr(S = i)(Hi,1 + Hi,2 + JHi,3). (22)

From (20)-(22), the average number of detection steps of 1-step serial search can be computed as

Sdet =
2N + 2GPd + (J − 1)[N + (2G + N)Pd]Pfa

NPd
, (23)

where G = N2 − 3NL + 2L2 −N .

In the general case of n-step serial search, the transition matrix P’ is given by P(n), the n-step transition matrix
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of the original Markov chain. Thus, the average number of detection steps can be determined by

Sdet =
3∑

i=1

Pr(S = i)(H’i,1 + H’i,2 + JH’i,3), (24)

where H’ =
∑∞

k=0 A’(k) = (I − A(n))−1. Also, this matrix H’ can be numerically obtained.

D. Random Search under Correlated Occupancy

We denote Lidle as the number of idle channels in the current band. In correlated occupancy, if there are m idle

channels (Lidle = m), then we can obtain the average number of steps to success from (16):

E[step|Lidle = m] =
PfaJ(N −m) + N

mPd
. (25)

If the 1st channel is assumed to be busy, then the probability that all N channels are unavailable is

Pr(O1 = ... = ON = 0) = Pr(O1 = 0)P (O2 = 0|O1 = 0)...P r(ON = 0|ON−1 = ... = O1 = 0) = ρN−1. (26)

Neither random nor n-step serial search can find an idle channel in this situation. During the time the Markov

chain transitions to the next state, the number of search steps is constant and set equal to N. We denote Pu as the

probability that the state is unchanged and Pc as changed. It can be observed from the transition matrix (2) that

P00 = P11 = Pu = ρ (27)

P01 = P10 = Pc = 1− ρ. (28)

To calculate the probability of m idle channels, we consider the case that they occur as k groups. There will thus

be typically 2k state transitions2. Thereby, the probability that m idle channels appear in the Markov chain (2) is:

Pr(Lidle = m) ≈
m∑

k=1


 m− 1

k − 1





 N −m

k


 PN−1−2k

u P 2k
u . (29)

(29) is based on the assumption that the number of idle channels is less than that of busy channels (m < N −m).

In case of m > N −m, the probability of m idle channels in the spectrum is given by

Pr(Lidle = m) ≈
N−m−1∑

k=1


 N −m− 2

k − 1





 m + 1

k


 PN−1−2k

u P 2k
u . (30)

2If a group occurs at the beginning or end, the number of transitions equals 2k−1. We ignore this boundary condition, for N, k are large.
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Therefore, from (25)-(30), the average number of detection steps for random search in correlated occupancy is

Sdet = E [E [step|Lidle = m]]

= ρN−1 +
N−1∑

m=1

[
min(m)∑

k=1


 min(m)− 1

k − 1





 max(m) + 1

k




ρN−1−2k(1− ρ)2k PfaJ(N −m) + N

mPd
], (31)

where min(m) = min(m,N −m),max(m) = max(m,N −m).

E. Optimal Pd − Pfa Analysis in Low SNR Environment

As discussed in the Section I, the longer sensing duration used in the energy detector, the better Pd − Pfa

performance achieved by the system. Eq. (15), (16), (24) and (31) all demonstrate that the higher Pd or lower Pfa

lead to the smaller Sdet, implying that there exists a trade-off between sensing duration and the number of sensing

steps. To minimize the average detection time, our target is then:

min
Pd,Pfa

Tdet = Sdet · (Tst + Tsense).

By checking second order derivative and the Hessian matrix, we find that the optimization problem above is non-

convex for both n-step serial search and random search under random and correlated occupancy model. However,

we will use numerical results to show the optimal Pd−Pfa under various specific environments in the next section.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Experimental Environment

We simulated both random and n-step serial search to evaluate their performance. In correlated occupancy, the

transition matrix parameter ρ is based on (4). The basic parameters of the simulation environment are: N =

50, Pd = 0.9, Pfa = 0.05, J = 4. Matlab is used to generate discrete channels, and the data gathered by running

3000 realizations for each experiment. The numerical results of optimal detection time are obtained for Bsense =

100KHz, Tst = 0.1ms [23], L = 15.

B. Average Number of Detection Steps under Random and Correlated Occupancy

The number of idle channels is altered to investigate the performance of each search algorithm, shown in Fig. 3.

We can observe that n-step serial search requires less detection time than random search under random occupancy.

From (4), it can be concluded that as the number of idle channels is decreased, the transition probability increases

to 1, in correlated occupancy. When the transition probability is larger than 0.97 (corresponding to the case that
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there are no more than 16 idle channels), the free and busy channels have a high probability of clustering. When

the transition probability is below 0.85 (the proportion of idle channel is higher than 0.47) for correlated occupancy,

the difference in the mean number of steps required between random and n-step serial search is small, as expected.

It can be also observed that the average number of steps sharply decreases as the number of idle channels goes

up (transition probability rises) in correlated occupancy. The larger values of transition probability correspond to

higher probability of consecutive busy channels and significant increase in the average number of detection steps.

With the increase in the transition probability, the average length of a cluster of consecutive idle channels increases,

implying reduction in k. This in turn means that the approximations in (29) and (30) are less accurate and deviations

among analysis and simulation results for both search schemes begin to show up in such scenarios.
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Fig. 3. Average number of detection steps for serial and random search

C. Performance of n-step Serial Search under Correlated Occupancy

The performance of n-step serial search under correlated occupancy is shown in Fig. 4. Of particular interest is

the cross-over of the average number of detection steps for random search versus n-step serial search. Consider

the case of n = 2; random search performs better than 2-step serial search when the transition probability is less

than 0.94, while 2-step serial search dominates at the higher transition probability. Further, the mean number of

detection steps of n-step serial search decreases with increasing n.
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D. Optimal Detection Time in Low SNR Environment (γ = −10dB)

1) Random Occupancy: We can notice from (15) and (16) that both random search and n-step serial search

have similar performance in terms of detection time under random occupancy. Thus we just consider n-step serial

search here. Table I shows that the average detection time of n-step serial search is minimized when Pd = 1 in

the case that M < 5. The optimal detection time is still increased as M goes up, due to the reason that the sensing

duration becomes a dominant part. It can thus be observed that best choice of the noncoherent detector is M = 1.

M Numerical results (ms) Analytical results (ms) Optimal values of Pd

1 1.306 1.306 1
2 1.418 1.418 1
3 1.544 1.544 1
4 1.663 1.663 1
5 1.781 1.781 1

10 2.375 2.375 1
15 2.969 2.964 0.97
20 3.563 3.547 0.95
50 7.125 6.895 0.83

TABLE I
OPTIMAL DETECTION TIME FOR n-STEP SERIAL SEARCH UNDER RANDOM OCCUPANCY, γ = −10dB
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2) Correlated Occupancy: Simulation results indicate that (the graph is neglected because of space limitations)

the average detection time of random search decreases as Pd increases. When both Pd and Pfa are larger than a

threshold value, the mean detection time is nearly invariant. Regarding n-step serial search, the optimal value of

detection time depends on the parameter ’n’ we employ. In case of M = 1, the minimal detection time of random

search is 3.248ms, while the values of 1-step, 2-step and 4-step serial searches are 5.984ms, 2.953ms and 1.152ms.

In terms of detection time, random search is better than 1-step serial search, but slightly worse than 2-step serial

search. However, 4-step serial search is the best one among them in this scenario.

E. Optimal Detection Time in Medium SNR Environment (γ = 3dB)

The optimal detection time with respect to the detection probability under different values of M, search schemes

and channel occupancies is shown in Table II, where R.O. and C.O. respectively represent the random occupancy

and the correlated occupancy.

n-step serial search (R.O.) random search (C.O.) 1-step serial search (C.O.)
M Sdet Tdet(ms) Optimal Pd Sdet Tdet(ms) Optimal Pd Sdet Tdet(ms) Optimal Pd

1 9.677 1.064 0.624 26.200 2.882 0.579 39.537 4.349 0.238
2 8.110 0.973 0.635 24.158 2.899 0.606 36.635 4.349 0.288
3 7.145 0.928 0.660 22.923 2.980 0.606 34.895 4.536 0.326
4 6.464 0.905 0.688 22.057 3.088 0.663 33.696 4.717 0.367
5 5.954 0.893 0.708 21.420 3.213 0.688 32.810 4.921 0.404

10 4.568 0.913 0.809 19.705 3.941 0.794 30.453 6.090 0.559
15 3.962 0.990 0.874 29.439 7.359 0.681 29.439 7.359 0.681
20 3.641 1.092 0.918 18.577 5.573 0.909 28.901 8.670 0.774

TABLE II
OPTIMAL VALUES OF DETECTION TIME UNDER RANDOM AND CORRELATED OCCUPANCIES, γ = 3dB

1) Random Occupancy: We just present the results of n-step serial search under random occupancy in Table II,

because the optimal detection time of random search is nearly the same as n-step serial search in this case.

We can notice from that Tst is the dominant component of average detection time as M is small, while Tsense

dominates as M is large. In this scenario, the system can reach the minimum detection time when M = 5. But

when the value of Pd is higher than a threshold, the average detection time decreases with lower M as the sensing

duration comes to dominate the detection time.

2) Correlated Occupancy: The simulation curves of average detection time for different values of M under the

correlated occupancy are shown in Fig. 5.

It is shown in Table II that the increase in the number of sensing samples reduces the average number of detection

steps of random search slightly (the optimal value of Pd keeps rising towards 1). Thus, the optimal overall detection

time still increases.
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Fig. 5. Medium SNR environment, γ = 3dB, correlated occupancy

We take n = 1 to show the optimal detection probability of the n-step serial search in Table II. It can be

observed that the change in the number of detection steps caused by varying Pd − Pfa is not as obvious as

in random occupancy. Further, the mean number of detection steps is much larger than under random occupancy.

Thereby, the optimal value of detection time increases quickly as the value of M goes up, and the minimal detection

time belongs to the case of M = 1. However, the average detection time in this case is not always less than in

other cases (M = 2, 3, 4): it depends on the specific values of Pd − Pfa as taking a certain number of sensing

samples.

Comparing among different search schemes in correlated occupancy when M = 1, we find that the minimal

detection of random search is 2.882ms while the values for 1-step, 2-step and 4-step serial search are 4.349ms,

2.204ms and 1.133ms. The n-step serial search with step size larger than 2 has lower optimal detection time than

random search in this case.

F. Optimal Detection Time in High SNR Environment (γ = 20dB)

In a high SNR environment, the noncoherent detector needs only a minimum number of samples for good

Pd − Pfa performance. In fact, Table III shows that the system approaches perfect (Pd → 1,Pfa → 0) by using

just one sample of detection. For all values of M under random occupancy,
(
Sdet

)
min = N/ (L + 1). Thus we find

that the best value of M is 1 in this case.
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M Sdet Tdet (ms) Optimal Pd Optimal Pfa

1 3.125 0.3438 1 5.0e-6
2 3.125 0.3750 1 5.4e-6

TABLE III
OPTIMAL VALUES FOR n-STEP SERIAL SEARCH UNDER RANDOM OCCUPANCY, γ = 20dB

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we evaluate the performance of a novel n-step serial and random search scheme for independent

and correlated (Markov) occupancy channel models. In particular, the trade-off between the average number of

detection steps and sensing duration is highlighted. Analytical and simulation results for optimal mean detection

time in terms of Pd − Pfa show that our n-step serial search outperforms the random search scheme when n ≥ 2.
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